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Justin Eisinger was 16 years old, he got involved in the
world of competitive gaming. He was fascinated by

StarCraft II and its ability to pull in hundreds of viewers
and make millions of dollars. He left high school and
went on to attend St. Petersburg College, where he

double majored in writing and digital media. Eisinger
played the game competitively and met the founder of

his team, David Kim. Kim, who now co-owns and
operates the company Sandbox Entertainment, set
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Eisinger up with the kind of training you need to be
successful in one of the most highly contested forms of

esports—League of Legends, or LoL. If you're interested
in joining the competitive gaming scene, Eisinger's
advice is straightforward: you have to have the right

training. "The goal is to get to the top of the ladder—the
high ranking teams, the pro teams, and that's what the

training centers were about," he says. "Up until last year
the training centers were still going strong, at a time

when esports really got big." What once were an elite
coaching center that sent players to the USG major

college tournament and the ESEA national championship
were pulled from the scene last year by Sandbox. "We

lost every tournament in a big way—I would say for sure
90 percent of them," he says. "The entire team, the

coaching staff, and the arena behind us—everyone was
let go. I think it was because of the expansion of

Riot—the expansion of money to be made by the league
and the spots the league would expand into." edd6d56e20
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